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Male Female

Female professors tended to
receive slightly lower quality
ratings than male professors
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Male Female

Female professors were referred to in slang
terms (e.g. “guy/girl/man/lady/chick”) less
than males (This may be explained by the
lack of appropriate female slang)

Overall Quality
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Males:
Slope = 0.03 (p < 0.0001; R2 = 0.10)
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Females:
Slope = -0.02 (p = 0.54)
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Publicly available data was collected for
each professor, including the year of their
terminal degree (to help determine age)
and their gender was assumed based on
online photos and pronouns
Different titles used to address the professors were coded for each review
She is an amazing professor. I personally struggled a
lot in Bio100. Her tests were extremely difficult and
made you develop critical thinking skills. Her lectures
are great, no time waisted. Lots of outside help from
TA's and her. Love her, she is very understanding.
Cares a lot about her students. Very hard class if you
don't like biology.
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Year terminal degree

Younger male professors received higher quality ratings than older
male professors, while age had no significant effect in the quality
ratings for female professors
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Male Female

Female professors were referred to by
their last name only fewer times than
male professors

Fraction of Comments
Containing only Pronouns
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Fraction of Comments
Containing “First Name”

Fraction of Comments
Containing Slang Terms

Quality
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• Brigham Young University (BYU, a large, private/religious university: Life Science College)
• Utah Valley University (UVU, a large, public university: Biology and Exercise Science
departments)
• The University of Utah (U of U, another large, public university: Biology, Kinesiology,
Nutrition and Integrative Physiology, and Biochemistry departments)

There was no significant interaction between gender and school type (religious/private vs public) in how professors were addressed.
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Professor reviews were collected from January 2009—December 2018 for the
following schools/departments:

• No matter their level of education or preferred title,
many university-level STEM instructors experience
variability in how their students address them, with
younger female professors having been addressed by
their first name more than male professors in the
past (Rubin, 1981).
• Titles hold certain implications and perceptions. For
instance, a study found that female professors who
were addressed as “Dr.” were perceived to be less
accessible than their male colleagues were (Takiff,
2001).
• Rate My Professors is an anonymous platform
allowing students to refer to their professors in
whatever way is most comfortable for them
• A recent study using Rate My Professors found that
male professors are more likely to be referred to by
their surname alone. Female professors are more
likely to be addressed as “Dr.”
• Our study focuses on the difference in titles used at a
private, church university and two public
universities, focusing on gender and age as
predictors of title used to address professors.

Hale A, Greenall J, Kilmer J,
Bailey EG
Brigham Young University
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

STUDY DESIGN

BACKGROUND
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Male Female

Female professors were referred to by
pronouns only (with no reference to their
actual name/title) more often than male
professors
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Slope = 0.004 (p = 0.02; R2 = 0.03)
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Younger male professors were more likely to be called by
their first name than older male professors, while age had
no significant effect for female professors

FUTURE RESEARCH
• Expand the data set outside of
Utah and look into other
private/religious institutions and
nearby public schools.
• Compare Utah to a more liberal
state
• With this expanded data set,
perform a more rigorous multiple
linear regression using more
predictors (doctorate, full time vs.
adjunct, etc.)
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